**WARNING!**
FOR ACCURACY THIS PAGE MUST BE PRINTED TO THE CORRECT SCALE.

When printing, set your page scaling to: None

---

**How to use the chart:**

1. Match the size of a credit card or quarter to the corresponding graphics at the bottom of the chart or measure with a ruler along left edge of chart. **If none of those options match with your printed chart, you will need to reprint with the correct settings,** see screen shot above.

2. Place child’s foot at the bottom of the chart, lining up the heel with the “place heel here” area. Child must be standing for accurate results.

3. Measure both the right and left foot for accuracy. **Note: When ordering, use the largest of the 2 dimensions.**

---

If you have any questions, please email customerservice@pediped.com or 702.567.0311

---
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